
Havoc Encounter


EXT.HILL TOP.EARLY MORNING

Early morning, day just breaking, another year passed as the day of the dead creeps it's self up yet again.
October 31st - house's of decorated spooks ready for the raise of the candy eating children once more.


EXT.TOWN STREET.EARLY MORNING

Many house's stand the break of dawn, decorated over the top awaiting the arrival of small children and there parents in search of treats and treasures of candy goodness - the celebration of the day of the dead.

INT.HOUSE M.LIVING ROOM.EARLY MORNING

An open window - Mac, an average looking 12 year old boy, sit's, his feet hanging out over the edge, the signature of trouble maker written all over him.

His mother stands behind him ironing her daily load of laundry becoming more and more agitated at Mac knocking continuously on the window ledge entertaining himself.


MAC'S MOM
Mac stop that!

MAC
But im so borreeed there's nothing to do.

MAC'S MOM
Go see if Louis is back.

MAC
He won't be back for another hour, him and his mom went to see his " dad ".


MAC'S MOM
Mac's he can't be there for you when ever your bored, he does have to see his father, he isn't blessed with a happy family like you.

MAC
Happy ? yeh sure im so happy right now.


A flash of light shoots from the sky landing in the near by wood land catching Mac's attention.

Grabbing his jacket he heads for the door, his mom still in mid conversation with him.


MAC
I'll be back soon.


EXT.WOODLAND MORNING

As he enters the woodland, looking sharply around him, the growing feeling of been watched entering his mind.

INT.WOODLAND.MORNING

Picking up the pace he rushes his way through the branches and fallen tree's around him, stamping his feet splashing mud up his backside.

Reaching the glowing object from the sky, he peers from behind the bushes looking - a look of amazement crossing his face.

A giant soda can three times bigger then Mac, lays embedded in the ground, glowing, earth cracked around the entrance of the can.

Startled, he jumps back as the lid of the can begins to spin. Picking up speed the top of the can flies off like a Frisbee slicing through trees in its path.

Mac lay's on the floor watching from a distance as three green hideous looking creature's exit the soda can ship.


MAC
(Whispering to self)
Aliens ?!...


Standing from a crouch, the green creatures look around standing up straight almost 6 foot in height a lot bigger then Mac.

Looking down into its hand one of the creatures begins to talk gibberish as hundreds of flashes off lights cross the sky, more aliens landing?

Mac pushes him self back across the fallen branches ready to make his escape. As he pushes back branches crack underneath him revealing his hiding place.

The three creatures move the bushes to the side peering in at Mac, he screams - the three of them returning his screams, as he rushes to his feet taking off through the woods back home.

INT.HOUSE M.MORNING

Mac burst's through the door, slamming and bolting the door shut behind him.


MAC 
Mom!!!


He searches room to room looking for his mother - reaching the kitchen he finds her preparing lunch.

MAC 
Mom! I was just attacked by three aliens.

He falls to the floor dramatically.

MAC 
They tried to probe me I think I’m infected.

His mom turns not impressed with what he has just told her.

MAC'S MOM
Mac what have I told you about lying after the last incident.

MAC
But imp not lying this time.

MAC'S MOM
Don't test me Mac imp warning you.

Climbing back to his feet he approaches his mom trying to convince her.

MAC
There are aliens in the woods I just saw them, follow me ill show you.

MAC'S MOM
Go to your room, you can stay there the rest of the night.

MAC
But what about trick or treating and the aliens?

MAC'S MOM
You should think about that before you run in here telling tales, don't you think I had enough the last time your told Ms Grooner they were vampires in her shed.

MAC
But I did see them; they were in a giant soda can.

MAC'S MOM
I'm not going to tell you twice.

Running from the kitchen he storms his way up the stairs making as much noise as possible. 

Reaching his bedroom door he yells back down to his mom.

MAC
Don't believe me, I don't care!

He slam's his door shut hard.

INT.HOUSE M.MAC'S BEDROOM.MORNING

Mac, inside his closet throwing various toys and clothing around the room, searching through his collection of junk looking for something specific.

His closet on the verge of empty - he finally finds what he's looking for - A book, heading back to his desk chair he flicks through the book finding the page of ...

PAGE OF ALIEN'S HE JUST SAW.

Throwing the book down onto his bed, page still open, he un snatches his window climbing out onto the tree branch outside his bedroom window.

EXT.HOUSE M.MORNING

Climbing his way down the tree he reaches the bottom a perfect landing - grabbing and un-tying his dog.

MAC
Come on girl, we'll show them who's lying.

His mom still working in the kitchen, as Mac and his dog Bruce crawl under the window, his mother not any the wiser.

EXT.HOUSE L.MORNING

Mac runs up the garden path banging on the open door.

Louis's mom comes to the door wondering who it is.

MAC
Hey Ms L is Louise home?

LOUIS'S MOM
I'll just get him for you Mac

LOUIS'S MOM (O.S.)
Louis..!

LOUIS (O.S.)
What!? I'm busy.

LOUIS'S MOM (O.S.)
Mac's at the door for you.

Louis's mom returns back to the door.

LOUIS'S MOM
He be right down Mac, would you like anything to drink.

MAC
No I'm ok thank you.

She wonders back off into the house as a passing child dressed as an alien catches Mac's attention.

He run to the child, dog in hand ripping the mask from her, the little girl screams scared, freaking out running off down the street, Mac still standing mask in hand.

Louis another 12 year old troublemaker joins Mac outside.

LOUIS 
You got your mask, should I get mine?

MAC
No, I wanna show you something, they're real aliens in the woods, they attacked me this morning.

INT. WOOD LAND.MORNING

The two of the stand around the soda can space ship, no alien in sight.

LOUIS
Where are they then?

MAC
They were here I swear, I was down there on the floor and they tried to eat me.

Louis reaches inside the soda ship pulling out a toy looking gun.

LOUIS
Oh I want this.

He turns firing it at the tree expecting nothing of the sort to happen.

Pulling the trigger a blue light exits the nozzle of the gun burning the tree to a crisp. Louis drops the gun scared of what he just witnessed.

MAC
I told you I wasn't making it up, do you believe me now?

Suddenly the three aliens jump from the bushes closing in on the boys.

Louis clamber’s to the floor retrieving the gun, his only weapon of choice.

Mac dog in hand, un-leashes Bruce sending her to attack.

MAC
Bruce Attack.

Bruce runs at one of the aliens tackling it to the floor ripping it to bits in a savage manner.

Louis faces his gun at another alien firing, setting the alien on fire, it runs trying to find a way to put it's self out, running in circles like a headless chicken.

One alien to go, Louis and Mac run at the last remaining alien sticks in hand bashing it to the ground, no holding back.

EXT.TOWN SHOPPING AREA.MORNING

Louis and Mac make there way up the street passing shops, hardware stores, even hairdressers, towns people stuck to the windows wondering what these two boys are dragging.

Behind Louis and Mac they drag a blanket, an Alien inside, intent on revealing the truth and warning the town they make there way to the town meeting.

Continuing to drag this creature, one of its green sticky arms fall from the inside the blanket.

INT.TOWN HALL.MORNING

Town people, shop owners all gathering together in this small building for there weekly town updates.

The town mayor at the stand talking.

MAYOR
Mr Potts would you like to come up and say a few words?

Mr Potts climbs to his feet, putting his walking sticks to use; he heads for the front of the hall.

MR POTTS
Every morning I am on my hands and knee's scrubbing disgusting graffiti from my windows, it’s...

 

The hall doors burst open interrupting Mr Potts in mid moan.

Dragging the body behind them Louis and Mac make there way to the front of the hall.


Mac take's to the mic pushing Mr Potts off his feet.

MAC
Nobody panic we are under attack aliens have landed and are going to eat us all.

MR POTTS
What are you talking about boy?

LOUIS
We have found the hide out of the aliens and they are going to take over the town!

Mac's mother stands from the crowd angry.

MAC'S MOM
Mac! I told you to stay in your room.

MAC 
I had to leave it was the life of the town, I’ll show you.

Louis pulls the blanket from the body, revealing a burnt out crisp alien corpse.

MAC 
Now do you see! We killed three, but there are hundred's more, WERE ALL GOING TO DIE!

MAYOR
Boy we have had enough of you and your imagination, don't you see the lives you could ruin with such things. Halloween is for fun - but you boys take it too far every year.

MR POTTS
Take them outside, and get rid of this fowl creature, we have more important matters at hand to discuss then to worry about some silly boy's dreams.

Mac's mom stands rushing the boys out of the building.

MAC'S MOM
I'm sorry Mayor it won't happen again.

EXT.TOWN HALL.MORNING

MAC'S MOM
Louis I expected more from you, as for you Mac we will talk about this when I get home, you boy's have made a fool out of me again.

She storms back inside the hall leaving the boy's outside.

LOUIS
What now?

MAC
If they won't do something about it, then we will.

INT.HOUSE M.MAC'S BEDROOM.MORNING

Louis and Mac stand in camo sling shot's in pockets, alien books in hand.

MAC 
To attract them it says we need to play the song crazy.

LOUIS
I think my mom has that song.

INT.HOUSE M.LIVING ROOM.MORNING

Louis cranks the volume to max shaking the windows and furniture, the song “Crazy " playing from the speakers.

EXT.TOWN.MORNING

The sounds of crazy can be heard from miles around, shaking buildings, so loud.

EXT. WOOD LAND.MORNING

Hundred's of aliens crawl from with in the wood land, different sizes, different shapes, all heading to Mac's house.

INT.HOUSE M.LIVING ROOM.MORNING

Louis sit's spying out through the window watching as hundreds of aliens circle gathering around the house.

LOUIS
It's working; I hope you got a plan.

EXT.HOUSE M ROOF.MORNING

The two of them stand on the roof looking below ready for action, buckets of peeled bananas in hand.

MAC
Let's go.

Grabbing handfuls of peeled bananas they launch them at the alien's below, hitting many of there targets melting them into a ewy green mush.

Louis grabs a hand full of banana stuffing his mouth full.

MAC 
What you doing?

LOUIS
I'm hungry

MAC
I’m outta bananas and there still coming.

Alien's climb the walls of the house, climbing towards Louis and Mac.

Just as Mac's mother pulls up the drive way in her car, looking up seeing the two of them.

MAC'S MOM
Mac get down from there now!

MAC 
There on the walls look.

They peer over the edge the alien's gone, where? Who knows?

Mac's mom doesn't even give him a second answer; leaving the two of them she enters the house.

Just as the sound of the door been slammed is heard, the alien's launch there self over the side's cornering Louis and Mac.

LOUIS
Do you remember that film dragon emperor?

MAC 
Yeh ?

LOUIS
Let's do it.

Grabbing there hands together, Louis spins Mac in the air kicking most of the aliens from the roof sending them to a quick and easy death over the side of the building.

Taking to either corner of the roof they shoot pebbles at the aliens from there sling shots.


Two alien's corner Mac, just as Louis jumps on there back's knocking them down poking in there eyes.

MAC
Mike Tyson

Mac launches himself onto the back of an alien biting off its ear.

Only one alien left, or so they think - standing ready to fight, the two of them about to attack, when another alien comes behind, knocking then both out for the count.

INT.ALIEN DESERT.CAGE.MORNING

A desert, sand storms, the hot burning sun roasting people alive.

Many cages lay across the land of the desert full of other human's, an alien standing guard at every cage.

Mac and Louis lay on the floor of there cage slowly opening there eyes, waking up, coming back around from there nasty hit.

Standing to there feet they look around, Mac spots his mother and other town people in a cage opposite.

Leaning out through the bar's he yell's over to them.

MAC
I told you we weren't lying.

The cage gate open's as two alien guards enter grabbing Mac and Louis dragging them out, who knows where? ...


THE END..


